Individual-based competition between species with spatial correlation and aggregation.
In order to clarify the theoretical relationship between individual behavior and population-level competition between two species with spatial correlation, this paper describes how discrete-time competition equations for the two species can be derived from local resource competition among individuals. Competition type of each species is either scramble, contest, or modified contest, and for various combinations of two competition types, different competition models are derived. Simple competition models that can approximate the above models when competition is weak are also derived. Furthermore, the derived models are used to investigate how coexistence conditions and coexistence probability depend on spatial correlation and aggregation of individuals. For the weak competition models, spatial aggregation and non-correlation, in terms of measures adopted here, play exactly symmetric roles in promoting coexistence. In contrast, for the fully developed models, spatial aggregation generally exerts stronger effects than non-correlation on coexistence. Coexistence probability also depends greatly on competition types. For example, two species are generally more likely to coexist when they are of the same competition type than of different competition types. Coexistence probabilities from the mathematical analysis are in good agreement with those from individual-based simulations.